PEE KAY ENTERPRISES
We Serve With Best Quality And Service

www.peekayenterprises.com
At Pee Kay Enterprises, we believe in making meaningful additions to our customers lives.
Since 1982, we have been on a quest to understand consumer needs which in turn have
influenced our products design.
Pee-kay’s is one of the leading manufacturers of Laboratory Jacks, Conveyor Idlers / rollers,
Gratings / Walkways, Irrigation System, Laboratory Equipment fabricated items as per the
client requirement- exudes impeccable quality and thoughtful features. Our unit is selfdependent manufacturing firm having complete manufacturing unit in house production
activities with own Fabrication, press shop, and related facilities.
Conceptualizing little yet impactful innovations in product design has been a great
significance to use because we believe this is the key to a satisfied consumer. This neverending journey of perfecting the art of engineering products that are consumer friendly is
what we wish to be known for.
Over years, Peekay’s records its business all over India with leading market presence in all
business cities having strong hold with a number of good companies and customers. We
aim at designing premium quality products and reliable products that seamlessly blend into
the daily routine of our customers.
We are manufacturing and supplying good quantity of Laboratory Jacks in different sizes
and material, Idlers / Rollers for conveyer system, Gratings, Sprinklers for irrigation purpose
- over every year with its modern machineries, fabricated as per customer’s drawings or as
per the sample. Peekay’s is a preferred brand name for various industries like Cement
manufacturing Companies, material handling, mining, steel, power, Coal, Crushers, Sugar,
Farm Houses, Farmers, Labs, Hospitals & other industries.
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PEEKAYS
SPRINKLERS /
ACCESORIES

SPRINKLERS
Sprinkler Irrigation is a unique system of applying irrigation water
which is as such as rainfall. It is designed to ensure maximum water
saving. Water is distributed through a system of pipes usually by
pumping. It is then sprayed into the air and irrigated entire soil surface
through spray heads so that it breaks up into small water drops which
fall to the ground.
Sprinklers provide efficient coverage for small to large areas and are
suitable for use on all types of properties. It is also adaptable to nearly
all irrigable soils since sprinklers are available in a wide range of
discharge capacity.
All sprinklers undergo extensive quality testing in our well equipped
state of the art lab. Moreover, performance of the products are also
tested in the field to ensure uniform water distribution and higher
efficiency
Suitable for all field crops like Wheat, Gram, Pulses as well as Vegetables,
Cotton, Soya bean, Tea, Coffee, and other fodder crops, Residential, Industrial,
Hotel, Resorts, Public & Government Enterprises, Golf Links, Race courses
etc..
Features: Durable, heavy duty, all brass construction. Stainless Steel
spring and fulcrum pin Chemically resistant teflon washers. Dual nozzle.
Corrosion resistant. Built to last.
Primary Application: All overhead irrigation, hand lines, solid sets,
permanent sets or mechanically moved systems.
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UNIT 1: B-220,NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA ,PHASE-1,NEW DELHI-110028(INDIA)
UNIT 2: BHIWADI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1 ,RAJASTHAN
CONTACT US : +91-9811252878 ; +91-9873377205

EMAIL: peekays123@yahoo.co.in
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SERVICE SADDLE
Mild Steel service saddle is manufactured using M S Sheet of 3mm,
These Service Saddles are used in branch connections for
PVC/HDPE/PP pipes in Irrigation , Industries, House service
connections, etc.
The service saddle is used for joining long distance irrigation pipes. It is
also used for connecting the branches of , HDPE, PP and PVC pipes that
are used while various irrigation processes and in house service
connections.
Longer lasting & Economical
Maintenance free
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SPECIFICATION:
Bolts: - M.S. (Zinc Plated)
Size Range: - From 40 mm OD to 160 mm OD
Connection (Branch) Size: - from ¾ " to 2 ½”

Quick Riser Couplers (QRC)
Available in two sizes ¾” &1 ¼” in Aluminum & PP
Body.
Unit easy to handle, maintain and install, comprising.
QRC is used for quick removal and reinstallation of
sprinkler riser assembly. Prevents waste of water &
are connected to a water source and buried with the
top flush with the ground.
Risers are connected to a Main water source . Flow
starts as soon as the riser Adoptor is inserted into
the Quick Riser Coupler water starts coming out
through the Sprinkler fitted in the Adoptor.
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